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From: Jason Shih
To: Harry Renshall; 
cc: Jamie Shiers; Simone Campana; Olof Barring; Maria Girone; 


Jacek Wojcieszuk; Dirk Duellmann; Giuseppe Lo Presti; 
Nilo Segura Chinchilla; 


Subject: Re: asgc working conf call Tuesday 25 Nov 09.00 CET - 16.00 Taiwan
Date: Tuesday, November 25, 2008 10:57:02


Dear all, 
 
 
sorry for the late compiling the incident report. right now, though 
transfers able to pass normally but we still yet migrate the service to 
the problematic instance (no 3) and wait input from Oracle. SR will be 
open later inc. all the log messages and changes perform yesterday. 
 
 
two open actions for ASGC after the DB incident: 
 
 
- planning for the database migration (from OCFS2 to ASM), review by 
CERN expert or maybe input from other T1s as well. 
 
- strengthen ASGC recovery strategy, consider using data guard in the 
future. 
 
 
i think we could focus more on the procedures of disaster recovery 
within OPS and create dedicate DB group asap (>1.2FTE). recruit of new 
DB administrator might delay for one or two month. we now have expert 
on-call for database operations while remote access or time difference 
could have risk delaying up to 5hr most for possible critical events. 
 
 
hereafter the summary following the action planning forward to you 
yesterday: 
 
 
 
- remove this problematic procedure whtch appear in the logs 
- disable the procedure you mention earlier as they are not mandatory 
for castor 
- restart instance 3 and keep monitoring the logfile 
- if problem persist, redo all he query to identify the corrupt object, 
check if it's still the index. 
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- if yes, drop it and recreate it, then restart instance 3 again 
- if problem still there, we'll then open SR to Oracle 
- wait instruction from CERN expert 
 
 
 
brief of the results following the action planning (i hope to extract 
useful info already and feel free to let me know if having any inquiries): 
 
 
- input from Nilo and Jacek: 
  * original errors opening the db at instance 3 are: 
 
         ORA-06550: line ORA-06550: line 2, column 5: 
         PLS-00905: object SYS.DLF_STATS_JOBS is invalid 
         ORA-06550: line 2, column 5: 
         PL/SQL: Statement ignored 
         ORA-06550: line 3, column 5: 
         PLS-00905: object SYS.DLF_STATS_REQUESTS is invalid 
 
 
  * clarification of the procedures compilation errors. Nilo confirm all 
needed procedures have to be recompiled if having invalid status. 
  * have clarify the corrupt blocks referring to indexes 
  * action following the suggestion at ASGC 
  - export the code and drop all problematic procedures (confirm all are 
independences) 
 
  - still we observe the block corrupts in v$database_block_corruption: 
 
         FILE# BLOCK# BLOCKS CORRUPTION_CHANGE# CORRUPTIO 
         ---------- ---------- ---------- ------------------ --------- 
         10 407636 1 0 CORRUPT 
         10 407648 1 0 CORRUPT 
         10 406732 1 0 CORRUPT 
         10 407142 1 0 CORRUPT 
         10 407416 1 0 CORRUPT 
         10 407184 1 0 CORRUPT 
 
 
  * OPS cleanup /u02 and /u04 partitions as one of the mount point is 
full during the recovery 
  * we then remove the obsolete archivelogs and resume the actions 
 
 
 







- verifyication of the datafile complete but database remain un-open state: 
 
 
         DBVERIFY - Verification starting : FILE = 
         /u02/oradata/castordb/stager_01.dbf 
 
         DBVERIFY - Verification complete 
 
         Total Pages Examined : 2136320 
         Total Pages Processed (Data) : 809150 
         Total Pages Failing (Data) : 0 
         Total Pages Processed (Index): 671812 
         Total Pages Failing (Index): 0 
         Total Pages Processed (Other): 226862 
         Total Pages Processed (Seg) : 0 
         Total Pages Failing (Seg) : 0 
         Total Pages Empty : 428496 
         Total Pages Marked Corrupt : 0 
         Total Pages Influx : 0 
         Highest block SCN : 3711939153 (1.3711939153) 
 
 
- continue drop and recreate the redo log files 
  * the error remains is: 
 
   Mon Nov 24 21:46:30 2008 
   Errors in file 
   /u01/app/oracle/admin/castordb/bdump/castordb3_j000_10787.trc: 
   ORA-07445: exception encountered: core dump [ktusm_shrinkoff()+1150] 
   [SIGSEGV] [Address not mapped to object] [0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFEC] [] [] 
 
 
 
- remaining errors observed in dashboard referring to 'Oracle code: 
12520ORA-12520: TNS:listener could not find available handler for 
requested type of server' 
 
  * services now all running at first instance of castordb, that current 
upper limit of total session numbers of single instances might not be 
sufficient: 
 
         Instance castordb1 is running on node w-rac01 
         Instance castordb2 is running on node w-rac02 
         Instance castordb3 is running on node w-rac06 
 
         Service CASTOR_DLF_S is running on instance(s) castordb1 







         Service CASTOR_NS_S is running on instance(s) castordb1 
         Service CASTOR_STAGER_S is running on instance(s) castordb1 
 
 
  * this is clear that we now have two instances functional that 
couldn't have sufficient sessions and processes number sustaining all 
incoming SRM requests. increasing the sessions number to 300 at two 
instances (srmdb1 and srmdb2) and restart the instances and services 
(make sure two srm services able to utilize two instances) after alter 
the spfile. 
 
 
 
BR, 
J 
 
Harry RENSHALL wrote: 
> As agreed let us have a working session tomorrow with Nilo and Jacek 
> following the steps Nilo will be sending by email. 
>                                                  thanks and regards, Harry 
> 
> 
>> The next call in this series will be Tuesday 25 November at 09.00  CET 
>>  = 16.00 Taiwan. At CERN I have booked room 28-1-025. 
>>>  
>>>  To join the call, do one of the following: 
>>>    a. Dial +41227676000 (Main),  or  and enter access code 0100723, or 
>>>    b. To have the system call you, click here: 
>>>  https://audioconf.cern.ch/call/0100723 
> 
 
-- 
Jason Shih 
ASGC/OPS 
Tel: +886-2-27880058 x1005 
Fax: +886-2-27899949 
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